Differential analysis of nonlinear systems

What is the steady-state response of
a nonlinear system ?

When/how can it be analyzed by
linearization techniques?
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Induction motor control

A bottleneck of energy-based control
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Goal: regulate the speed and reject the load torque
under voltage and current constraints
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Energy is a Lyapunov function only in the absence
of input
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Almost global asymptotic stability

the question could be a hard one...

Alternative: first method of Lyapunov...
From the linearization
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(Strogatz, p. 272)

Poincaré map for
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Pitfalls of a differential approach

Differential stability (contraction)
A linear map is (Lyapunov) stable if it leaves a ball invariant.
A dynamical system is differentially stable (non expanding) if
its linearization along an arbitrary trajectory is Lyapunov
stable.
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Kalman’s conjecture (1964): stability of the “frozen” linearization implies
stability of the NL feedback system.
(disproven for n>3).
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In systems and control: Lohmiller & Slotine (1998), and many others since then...
Terminology: contraction, convergence, incremental stability, ...

Studying differential stability is about studying Lyapunov
stability of a time-varying linear system... Possibly hard
question

Lyapunov analysis of a time-varying linear system
Birkhoff

Theorem

Linear consensus algorithms are linear time-varying systems
Let K a closed solid cone in X a Banach space, with partial ordering

where for each t, A(t) is row stochastic, i.e.

A is positive if A maps

A is nonnegative:

A is monotone if

each row sums to one:

Theorem (G. Birkhoff, 1957):

Convergence analysis relies on a non-quadratic Lyapunov function
proposed by Tsitsiklis (1986):
It is known that no common quadratic Lyapunov exists in general.
(See Olshevsky & Tsitsiklis 08 for a discussion)

to

Positive linear monotone mappings contract the Hilbert metric in

.

The contraction coefficient is

Note: Perron-Frobenius follows from contraction mapping theorem

Tsitsiklis Lyapunov function follows from the
projective contraction property

Differential positivity
A linear map is positive if it leaves a cone invariant.

Consensus algorithms are positive maps.
In the positive orthant, Hilbert (projective) metric is

A dynamical system is differentially positive if its linearization
along an arbitrary trajectory is positive.

Lyapunov function = (projective) distance to consensus
A key lesson : linear time-varying positive systems admit a common
(non-quadratic) projective contraction measure
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Compared to contraction,
a cone replaces the ball...
A linear map is (Lyapunov) stable if it leaves a ball invariant.
A dynamical system is differentially stable (non expanding) if
its linearization along an arbitrary trajectory is Lyapunov
stable.
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In systems and control: Lohmiller & Slotine (1998), and many others since then...
Terminology: contraction, convergence, incremental stability, ...

Textbook Perron-Frobenius theory
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As a geometric concept, positivity is not
antagonist to oscillations

An obstacle to think of positivity as a
geometric property?
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Strict differential positivity and nonlinear oscillations
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Lyapunov analysis versus contraction analysis


f (x) = w(x)
f (x) 2 K(x)



The asymptotic behavior of differentially positive systems



Differential positivity of the nonlinear pendulum



Outlook

C







Theorem 3 is a differential version of Perron-Frobenius theory.

The integral properties of differential stability and differential
positivity

The corollary is akin to Poincare Bendixon theorem for planar
systems.
Strict differential positivity, similarly to the topology of the
plane,
17
enforces a one-dimensional asymptotic behavior.

Contraction and Lyapunov:
(only) two ways to analyze asymptotic behavior

Contraction is an incremental stability property

x+ = F (x)
contraction

x+ = F (x)

Lyapunov

contraction

V (F (x)) < V (x)
d(F (x), F (y))  ↵ d(x, y)
↵<1

contraction rate

x = x⇤

V is a distance to the fixed
point and fixed point is
stable

d(F (x), F (y))  ↵ d(x, y)
↵<1

contraction rate

AND minimum at

x = x⇤

)

Lyapunov

V (F (x)) < V (x)

)

there exists
a stable fixed point and
distance to fixed point is a
Lyapunov function

)

)

Banach

AND minimum at

Lyapunov

Distance between any two
trajectories decreases

Distance to fixed point decreases

Contraction can be studied differentially

Contraction

Lyapunov

x+ = F (x)
d(F (x), F (y))  ↵ d(x, y)
For

T (x)

y = x + x, this means

f
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d(F (x), F (x) + DF (x) x)  ↵ d(x, x + x)
Infinitesimal ball contraction
(At fixed point, = Lyapunov
first theorem)

i.e. a contraction property for the differential system

x+ = DF (x) x

Distance to fixed point
decreases.
(Lyapunov second theorem)

Contraction analysis is about building an infinitesimal contraction
measure, not a distance

Contraction: a sample of the control literature
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Lyapunov analysis versus contraction analysis



G. Russo, M. Di Bernardo, and E.D. Sontag. Global entrainment of
transcriptional systems to periodic inputs. PLoS Computational Biology,
6(4):e1000739, 04 2010.

The integral properties of differential stability and differential
positivity



The asymptotic behavior of differentially positive systems



Differential positivity of the nonlinear pendulum



Outlook

Integral properties

Incremental Lyapunov stability
Key observation (D. Angeli): incremental stability is
equivalent to stability of the set

The integral property of differential stability is
incremental stability

{(x, z) | x = z}

for the product dynamics

ẋ = f (x, t)
The integral property of differential positivity is
monotonicity

Example of a global Lyapunov function:

V (x, z) = (x
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The differential version of Lyapunov second
theorem for incremental stability

ż = f (z, t)

z)T P (x

z)

Any other example?
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Finsler Lyapunov function : a Lyapunov function in
the tangent bundle

= Lyapunov

= Finsler
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Integral properties

A glocal Lyapunov theory
The local construction provides a global
distance through integration along curves:

The integral property of differential stability is
incremental stability

The integral property of differential positivity is
monotonicity
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Reading the paper to the end...
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An analyst viewpoint on Perron-Frobenius theory

The importance of

(from Hirsch and Smith, 2004)
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A differential geometric viewpoint on PF theory
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Lyapunov analysis versus contraction analysis



The integral properties of differential stability and differential
positivity



The asymptotic behavior of differentially positive systems



Differential positivity of the nonlinear pendulum
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The main result: the PF vector field determines the
asymptotic behavior

The main corollary
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The well-behaved situation

The pathological situation
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Lyapunov analysis versus contraction analysis



The integral properties of differential stability and differential
positivity



The asymptotic behavior of differentially positive systems



Differential positivity of the nonlinear pendulum



Outlook
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Outlook:
differential positivity
=
local monotonicity
+
smooth patching of local orders
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Lyapunov analysis versus contraction analysis



The integral properties of differential stability and differential
positivity



The asymptotic behavior of differentially positive systems





Differential positivity of the nonlinear pendulum





Outlook


projective contraction is cheap for positive linear maps
for a constant cone field in a linear space, differential
positivity = monotonicity
the damped pendulum is diff positive with respect to an
invariant cone on the cylinder

How weak is differential positivity ?

ALLOWED
FORBIDDEN

Local ordering is a weak property.
Smooth global patching is a demanding property.
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